GCSE English Language
and
GCSE English Literature
Exams Overview
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Exam Board - AQA
• At Healing School, we study the AQA courses for
Both GCSE English Language and GCSE English
Literature.
• The English faculty has a lot of experience and
understanding of what the exam board wants to see
in the exams - The Head of Faculty is a Senior
Examiner on the English Language Paper 2 and the
Deputy Head of Faculty is an examiner on English
Language Paper 1.
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AQA GCSE English Language
• 100% Examination over two equally weighted papers
(2 x 1 hour 45 minutes)
– The exam scores are combined and a Grade is awarded
from 1 to 9.

• Speaking and Listening Endorsement – integrated
into the study of the examinations. Pupils perform a
speech on a topic of their choice and present their
own viewpoints and opinions on the topic.
– They are awarded a Pass, Merit or Distinction which is
awarded alongside their GCSE Grade
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AQA GCSE English Language
• The key to success in GCSE English Language is knowing how
to answer each of the questions in the exam.
• The questions – and the skills needed to answer them – do
not change each year; what does change is the extracts and
the topics covered.

• Examiners are assessing how much of the text has been
understood with a focus on how writers have used language
and structure to convey meaning or their ideas and
perspectives.
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AQA GCSE English Language
Both exams have two sections:
• Section A – Reading
– Four questions that increase in difficulty

• Section B – Writing
– One question where they need to display their writing
skills
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AQA GCSE English Language
English Language Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing – 50% 1

Hour 45 Minutes; 80 Marks
Pupils have an extract from a fiction text from the 20th or 21st Century. In
Section A, they need to show how much they understand the extract; in
Section B, they need to write a descriptive or narrative piece based on a
similar theme or topic.
•

Section A – Reading (1 hour; 40 marks)
Q1 – List four things (4 marks)
Q2 – How has the writer used language…? (8 marks)
Q3 – How has the writer structured the extract…? (8 marks)
Q4 – Respond to a statement, evaluating the extract (20 marks)

•

Section B – Writing (45 minutes; 40 marks)
Q5 – Write a descriptive/narrative piece based on the image or theme/topic of the extract
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AQA GCSE English Language
English Language Paper 2: Writers' Viewpoints and Perspectives– 50% 1 Hour 45

Minutes; 80 Marks
Pupils have two extracts of non-fiction on the same topic with either similar
or different views and opinions - Source A from the 19th Century; Source B
from either 20th or 21st Century. In Section A, they need to show how much
they understand the sources; In section B, they need to write a viewpoint
piece based on a similar theme or topic.
•

Section A – Reading (1 hour; 40 marks)
Q1 – select the four TRUE statements from a list of eight (4 marks)
Q2 – Summarise the two sources – make inferences and comment on differences or
similarities (8 marks)
Q3 – How has the writer used language…? (12 marks)
Q4 – Compare the ideas/perspectives of the writers and how they used methods to show
them (16 marks)

•

Section B – Writing (45 minutes; 40 marks)
Q5 – Write a viewpoint piece based on the topic of the Sources
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Section B - Writing

Section A - Reading

AQA GCSE English Language
Overview
Assessment Objective (AO)
AO1 – Being able to make inferences and interpretations within a
text; being able to write summaries of the differences or similarities
between texts.
AO2 – Being able to analyse the writer’s use of methods –
language and structure.
AO3 – Being able to compare the writers’ ideas and perspectives
on a topic in two texts as well as analysing the methods used to
show these.
AO4 – Being able to evaluate texts, responding to two parts of a
given statement and analyse the methods used by the writer.
AO5 – Content & Organisation
Content – Being able to match the style, purpose and tone of the
text to the task; use interesting vocabulary; clear ideas in
connection to the topic; use a variety of appropriate linguistic
devices.
Organisation – Being able to clearly structure a text; use discourse
markers; use a variety of structural features.
AO6 – Accuracy
Being able to write formally using Standard English; use a variety of
punctuation, interesting vocabulary, sentence forms for effect; be
accurate in sentence demarcation and spelling.

Paper 1

Paper 2

Q1

Q1 & Q2

Q2 & Q3

Q3

-

Q4

Q4

-

Q5

Q5
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AQA GCSE English Language
The skills needed for the exams are referred
Overview
to as Assessment Objectives or AOs. It is

Section B - Writing

Section A - Reading

important to learnAssessment
which AO isObjective
assessed(AO)
in
– Being
to can
makehit
inferences
andof
interpretations within a
each AO1
question
soable
they
each part
text; being able to write summaries of the differences or similarities
the mark
scheme.
between
texts.

Paper 1

Paper 2

Q1

Q1 & Q2

AO2 – Being able to analyse the writer’s use of methods –
Q2 & Q3
Q3
language and structure.
AO3 – Being able to compare the writers’ ideas and perspectives
on a topic in two texts as well as analysing the methods used to
Q4
show these.
AO4 – Being able to evaluate texts, responding to two parts of a
Q4
given statement and analyse the methods used by the writer.
AO5 – Content & Organisation
Content – Being able to match the style, purpose and tone of the
text to the task; use interesting vocabulary; clear ideas in
connection to the topic; use a variety of appropriate linguistic
devices.
Q5
Q5
Organisation – Being able to clearly structure a text; use discourse
markers; use a variety of structural features.
AO6 – Accuracy
This
Being able to write formally using Standard English; use a variety
of information is in the
punctuation, interesting vocabulary, sentence forms for effect; be
front of every English
accurate in sentence demarcation and spelling.

Language KS4 book so pupils
can easily access and revise.9

AQA GCSE English Language
Overview
In the reading sections, pupils need to aim to
clearly explain how writers have used methods.
To help pupils remember what they need to
include in their reading questions, we use
mnemonics such as TEA and PETAL.

T – technique
E – evidence
A – analysis

P – Point
E – evidence
T – technique
A – analysis

L – Link
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AQA GCSE English Language
Overview
For the shorter responses (Paper 1 Q2 & Q3;
Paper 2 Q3), we advise that pupils use TEA:
T – technique – language methods such as adjectives, verbs, smiles,

metaphors, personification etc. or structure methods such as the start/end of the
text, shifting the focus, repetition of ideas, circular structure, cliff hanger etc.

E – evidence – direct quotations from the text; it is best to keep these short
and to the point

A – analysis – comments on why the writer has used the methods and

explaining what they show or suggest about the character, topic, viewpoint etc.
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AQA GCSE English Language
Overview
For the longer responses (Paper 1 Q4; Paper 2
Q4), we advise that pupils use PETAL:
P – point – comment on the statement and how much you agree (P1 Q4) ;
explain the writer’s ideas/perspectives (P2 Q4

E – evidence – direct quotations from the text; it is best to keep these short
and to the point

T – technique – language methods such as adjectives, verbs, smiles,

metaphors, personification etc. or structure methods such as the start/end of the
text, shifting the focus, repetition of ideas, circular structure, cliff hanger etc.

A – analysis – comments on why the writer has used the methods and

explaining what they show or suggest about the character, topic, viewpoint etc.

L – link – link ideas back to the statement and use more evidence to back up
your explanation (P1 Q4); compare the writers’ ideas/perspectives in both
sources explaining how they are similar/different (P2 Q4)
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AQA GCSE English Language
Overview
For the writing questions (Section B Q5 in both papers), they need to show a variety of skills
in their answer.
The key to success is having a clear structure, so they must plan their ideas – especially
thinking about the start and end.

AO5 – 24 Marks

AO6 – 16 Marks

Content

Accuracy

• Clear communication
• Matching register/tone/style to
purpose/audience
• Vocabulary choices and use of linguistic
devices
Organisation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Punctuation variety
Sentence variety
Standard English
Vocabulary choices
Spelling
Sentence demarcation – grammar

• Variety of engaging ideas
• Structural features
• Paragraphing and whole text structure
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Revision Strategies
Pupils will need to remember the specific method for each question. The
following strategies would be useful:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spider diagrams
Flash Cards
Subject Terminology cards
Practice Questions
Reading of Newspaper/Website articles for understanding
Understanding of 19th Century issues/perspectives
Reading of reviews/articles/magazines to develop vocabulary and style
English After School Revision – pending review due to current restrictions
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Key points for answering the Reading
questions that need to be remembered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALWAYS answer in full sentences.
Ensure you highlight the key words of the question.
Answer the question set.
Identify the language/structure method being used using
subject terminology.
Know the method for each question.
Use TEA when analysing methods (Paper 1: Q2 & Q3; Paper 2:
Q3)
Check through your work after each paragraph to ensure you
are being clear and consistent.
Consider your timings carefully throughout the exam.
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Key points for answering the Writing
questions that need to be remembered:
• Underline the key words of the question.
• Consider the audience and the type of text you are being asked to write.
Planning is key!
• Use a variety of:
o Punctuation - . , ! ? : ; … ‘ ’ “ ”
o Word choice – sophisticated, no repetition
o Sentences – length, structure, short sentences for effect
o Paragraphs – TiPToP, short (either one sentence or one
paragraph)
o Techniques:
Paper 1: Q5 – Describe/Narrate
Paper 2: Q5 - Argue/Persuade/Advise
• Engage the reader – Rhetorical Question and Pronouns
• Consider your whole text structure – consider your opening and ending
carefully
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Revision Resources
• Following the mocks, there will be an English Language Revision Guide for
each examination paper prepared by Mr Hirst (HOF and AQA Senior
Examiner) and will be available on Google Classroom. The following
resources may also prove useful:

• AQA GCSE English Language Revision Guides are available on school Parent
Pay Shop
• http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_language/
• http://www.bbc.co.uk/news
• http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-language-8700
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AQA GCSE English Literature
Overview
Due to the lost time during the national lockdown,
changes have been made to GCSE English Literature to
reduce the teaching and revision time needed.
100% Examination over 2 papers

• Paper 1 - 19th-Century Novel and the Modern Text
– 46% of GCSE , 1 hour 45 mins; 60 Marks

• Paper 2 – Shakespeare and Unseen Poetry
– 54% of GCSE , 1 hour 45 mins; 70 Marks
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The examinations are all closed book which means that pupils need to remember what happens in
each text and, where possible, remember key quotations on the major themes, characters, writer’s
methods and the context of the piece.

The following texts have been studied by each set:

Set
1, 2 & 3
4, 5, 6 & 7

19th Century Novel
A Christmas Carol

Modern Play
An Inspector
Calls
Blood Brothers

Shakespeare
Macbeth

Assessment Objectives
There are four Assessment Objectives that pupils need to achieve in the questions; they need to be
aware of which ones relate to each section of the exams. The mark schemes across both Literature
exams are made up of the following three AOs – AO1, AO2 & AO3 – with 6 Levels of ability. AO4
SPaG is only assessed on two questions.




AO1

AO2*



AO3

AO4

Make interpretations in relation to the text and question using the phrase ‘this suggests…’;
Use of evidence to support your interpretations – integrate short quotations where possible;
Analyse the writers’ use of methods (language/structure/form) using accurate Subject Terminology;
analyse a method (e.g. simile/metaphor/personification), then pick out individual words ands and
analyse further;
Comment on the effect that the methods create;
Explore the context of the text i.e. the ideas/issues/themes of the time and the intentions of the
author/playwright.
SPaG**

* - AO2 is assessed in EVERY question in the English Literature GCSE so every answer MUST
ALWAYS include comments about the methods (language/structure/form) and the effects created
in EVERY question.
** - AO4 is only assessed in Paper 2; however, the use formal language and ambitious words in
explanations is required to achieve the higher marks.

Assessment Objectives

The skills needed for the exams are referred
to as Assessment Objectives or AOs. It is
important to learn which AO is assessed in
There are four Assessment Objectives that pupils need to achieve in the questions; they need to be
each
question so they can hit each part of
aware of which ones relate to each section of the exams. The mark schemes across both Literature
the
mark
exams
arescheme.
made up of the following three AOs – AO1, AO2 & AO3 – with 6 Levels of ability. AO4
SPaG is only assessed on two questions.




AO1

AO2*



AO3

AO4

Make interpretations in relation to the text and question using the phrase ‘this suggests…’;
Use of evidence to support your interpretations – integrate short quotations where possible;
Analyse the writers’ use of methods (language/structure/form) using accurate Subject Terminology;
analyse a method (e.g. simile/metaphor/personification), then pick out individual words ands and
analyse further;
Comment on the effect that the methods create;
Explore the context of the text i.e. the ideas/issues/themes of the time and the intentions of the
author/playwright.
SPaG**

* - AO2 is assessed in EVERY question in the English Literature GCSE so every answer MUST
ALWAYS include comments about the methods (language/structure/form) and the effects created
in EVERY question.
This information is in the

front and
of every
English
** - AO4 is only assessed in Paper 2; however, the use formal language
ambitious
words in
Literature KS4 book so pupils
explanations is required to achieve the higher marks.
can easily access and revise.

Structure of Paper 1
•

1 hour 45 minutes

•

46% of total marks

•

3 sections, but only 2 Sections are answered

•

19th-Century Novel and the Modern Play

Section B - A Christmas Carol – AO1, AO2, AO3; 30 Marks
–

One question based on an extract from the novel; you must use evidence from the rest of the
novel as well as evidence from the extract.

Section C - An Inspector Calls (Sets 1, 2 & 3) or Blood Brothers (Sets 4, 5,
6 & 7) - AO1, AO2 & AO3; 30 Marks
–

Answer one question from a choice of two; no extract – must use quotations from the play
from memory.

Structure of Paper 1
•
•
•
•

Section A of this paper is on the Anthology
Poetry. We made the decision to remove
this section due to the challenge of having to
46% of total marks
remember information and quotations from
the 15 poems studied as only one poem is
3 sections, but only 2 Sections are answered
printed in the exam and pupils have to
compare it to another poem from memory.
19th-Century Novel and the Modern Play
1 hour 45 minutes

Section B - A Christmas Carol – AO1, AO2, AO3; 30 Marks
–

One question based on an extract from the novel; you must use evidence from the rest of the
novel as well as evidence from the extract.

Section C - An Inspector Calls (Sets 1, 2 & 3) or Blood Brothers (Sets 4, 5,
6 & 7) - AO1, AO2 & AO3; 30 Marks
–

Answer one question from a choice of two; no extract – must use quotations from the play
from memory.

Structure of Paper 2
•

1 hour 45 minutes

•

54% of total marks

•

2 sections

•

Shakespeare and Unseen Poetry

Section A – Macbeth – AO1, AO2, AO3; 30 Marks + AO4; 4 Marks
-

One question based on an extract from the play; you must use evidence from the rest of the
play as well as evidence from the extract.

Section B - Unseen Poetry
• Part 1 Unseen Poetry Analysis - AO1 & AO2; 24 Marks + AO4; 4 Marks
-

One question provided on an unseen poem; you must use evidence from the poem and
ensure you are answering the set question fully.

• Part 2 Unseen Poetry Comparison - AO2; 8 Marks
-

One question where you need to compare the methods used in the poem from Part 1 with
another unseen poem provided; you need to focus on how the poets have used methods and
compare their use of methods.

Revision Strategies
Pupils will need to recall a lot of information within the exams: they need to
remember how to answer the questions, include the elements of the
relevant AOs outlined above as well as remember key quotations for each of
the texts studied. The following strategies would be useful:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top-Trumps – characters from novels
Spider diagrams – key words, themes, characters with key quotations
Flash Cards
Time Lines – listing the key events within a text
Practice Questions
Recording on mobile phone and listening back to key quotations
English After School Revision – pending review due to current restrictions
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Key methods for answering the set questions
that need to be remembered:
• Pupils are encouraged to use the PETAL formula for analysis which makes
sure they use subject terminology and comment on the effect of the
writer’s methods.
• In questions on the 19th Century Novel, the Modern Play and Shakespeare,
pupils need to do the following:
• Make interpretations of the text in relation to the task
• Make references and use evidence from the text
• Comment on the methods used by the writer using subject terminology
• Comment on the effect of the methods
• Comment on the context/ideas/issues presented by the writer
• In the Unseen Poetry question at the end of Paper 2, pupils are expected
to comment on the similarities and/or differences between the poets’ use
of language/structure/form
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Revision Resources
Following the mocks, there will be an English Literature Revision Guide for
each examination paper prepared by Mr Hirst (HOF and AQA Senior
Examiner) and available on Google Classroom. The following resources may
also prove useful:

• Mr Bruff’s Anthology Poetry Blogs https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqGFsWf-PcAO64lBHZTFwTz2X0DD_Cxk
• AQA GCSE English Language Revision Guides are available on school
Parent Pay Shop
• http://www.sparknotes.com
• http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/
• http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-literature-8702
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